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Jay P

on
04/10/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great carry pistol. Very slim and easy to conceal 











Daniel L

on
04/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice pistol. Butterfly mag release kind of odd but works well when you get the hang of it. Not easy to find accessories for but that's no reflection of the gun's quality. Trijicon does make a specific tritium sight for it that works great. 











Zach F

on
06/30/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've purchased this firearm over 18 months and over 2000 rounds later it has had no issues. I carry it regularly iwb. It is very easy to shoot for a small handgun. Quality product and would recommend to anyone in the market for a conceal carry weapon. 











Dave S

on
03/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome little gun, love it! I actually like this style of mag release for CC better than the button style. My S&W keeps popping the mag out when in pocket due to pressure on the release. This has not been a problem. Fit, feel and finish is above standard. Simply put, love it! And as always, Bud's is the best! Never an issue with Bud's, I have lost count how many I have bought from Buds. Front of the store to the rear, the get 'er done! 











David B

on
12/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is great weapon, very low profile, very very thin and easy to conceal. The extended magazine on this gun makes it perfect for my grip. If you are looking for a compact 9MM look no further. You will not be disappointed. Accurate, sturdy, low profile, another stellar effort from Walther. I own a first gen P99 .40. The ordering process from Bud's could not have gone any smoother, even with the holidays. I paid off my layway 5 days ago and picked up the gun from my LGS 2 days ago. Took it to the range, put 200 round through it, mixed up the ammo, varying loads, etc. and not one hitch or hiccup. This is a wonderful gun. 











Arthur M

on
12/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The whole process went very smoothly and I was commended on my choice of CCW on picking it up at the dealer. The gun was as one would expect tight and took some effort to rack, I cleaned it before taking it to the swamp for a short trial with some Remington FMJ's out of Walmart. The gun came with a 7 and 8 round magazine and I just filled them with 6 and 7 shells respectfully and shot them. Not a single problem and I was surprised at the accuracy. I did feel it tended to fire a little low but that may be my aiming more than the gun's performance.Extremely pleased with the gun's and the service from Bud's whom I shall no doubt order from again. This is a quality gun and it does the business. 











Marcos A

on
12/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of the most concealable walthers in the market. Functional. Reliable. Make sure to break it in before you judge it. This review is mainly focused toward Buds. Buying from buds is extremely easy and painless. Their customer service is OFF THE CHARTS. 











Erik L

on
11/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First off, this is my second experience with Buds (first Springfield TRP 1911) and they were great. Fast, friendly and quick turn around on shipping. Also, best prices I've found even with other discounts available to me. Onto the Walther--I first fell in love with this gun when I rented it from a local range. Fun to shoot, accurate, very light, super concealable and what you would expect from a German product. Only negative is 1 year warranty and one weak point to me is the removable back strap that is mostly plastic on plastic. Other than that, I love the lack of rail safety or back grip safety like the XDS and Shield. In a stressful or injured hand situation, all's you need to do is have one in the chamber and pull trigger. The PPS will also fire without the magazine in. Being a former federal law enforcement officer and other federal agency officer, I have vast experience, training and expertise with various weapons. This is my favorite small/slim polymer pistol I've yet to shoot. Lastly, my gun case came with a 7 and 8 round mag and two sized back straps. I have average/normal size hands and I found the standard back strap and 7round mag were perfect for me. Perfect for range and carry. Today was its first day at the range, after an initial cleaning and it performed flawlessly. Backed up the target to 15yds (45feet) and all within 5 point circle (aka heart area) on Federal Trans target. Grouping wasn't as tight as my full-size 1911 but still very good for a small, light 9mm. This is now my everyday carry. Only issue at range was when my girlfriend used it for some point shooting/stress drills and feeding issues occurred. After some quick looks, it seemed her support hand wrist wasn't locked out completely. Whenever I used it, no problems though. She's still learning. Anywho, there's alot of talk about the XDS and Shield as major competitors to the PPS. And trust me I did my research on all 3 before buying. XDS isn’t available in 9mm which I wanted and also has a back strap safety like a 1911 which I didn’t like for everyday carry. The Shield has a slide safety and its grip/trigger didn't appeal to me. If you’re looking for an everyday carry, polymer and 9mm pistol that is an amazing product, you won’t be disappointed with the PPS. My two cents. Enjoy! 











Tony S

on
10/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received the Walther PPS today from my local gun shop. Bud did a great job in getting it to me within two days of my order. One disappointment with Bud's is their failure to ship me TWO EIGHT round mags like I requested with my order. I got one seven round and one eight round, I wanted two 8 eight rounds because the larger mag feels better in my hand. I shot 50 rounds through the gun and it performed flawlessly. I love the feel of the trigger on this gun; it is perfect. The ergonomics fit my hand just fine with the flatter of the two backs traps that came with the PPS. Accuracy was excellent at 7yards and good at 15. At seven yards my first shot was bulls' eye and very nice 1/2 inch groups. At 15 yards the groups were 2 inches with Remington 115 gr JHP ammo. I have no problems with the ammo release mechanism on the trigger guard having owned a Walther P-99 DA in the past. The sights are acceptable on the Walther PPS. Take down and cleaning is very easy. As far as concealability the Walther PPS is slim and light; very comfortable to carry with an IWB holster or even in one's pants pocket. I give the Walther PPS 5 stars, Now Bud, how a bout that second 8 eight round mag I requested? 











Holger B

on
09/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've wanted a Walther PPS for the last 3 years. Purchased the gun and it was shipped the next day, very fast. The gun came in the with the 8 round and 7 round magazines. It is, as the name says, very slim! Extremly easy to conceal, and due to its light weight comfortably to carry. The quality of the weapon is IMHO, exellent. I'm probably partial to a German product, since I'm German. I took it to the range yesterday, and the pistol performed flawlessly. Not one FTF or FTE. All 100+ rounsd fed, fired and extraxted 100% reliably. I was doubtful of striker fired pistols, since I previously owned one (another brand) that was a absolutly a POS. This Walther convinced me that they are reliable. I love the gun, and the service from Bud"s. They gained a customer. 











Matthew E

on
09/12/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First firearm I have bought from Buds and everything went great. Shipped out without a problem to my FFL. Pistol in perfect condition. Very thin and light. I have run a few hundred rounds through it since then and am very happy. A comfortable firearm to shoot and very accurate given its small size. High quality with a very well made feel. Breaks down just like a Glock. First Walther I have owned and am very satisfied. I would buy this again. Thanks Buds! 











Brett D

on
07/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First purchase from Bud's. Wow did it go smoothly. I placed my order Monday morning and picked up the Walther on Wednesday from my FFL. The PPS is a great ccw weapon - so thin. Just got back from the range where it went though 200 rounds without any problems. The accuracy of this weapon is amazing considering the short barrel. Looks like I have a new edc. Thanks Bud's. 











Maximiliano T

on
07/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first gun purchase ever. I am very pleased with the results, Buds delivered to my FFL right on time, and the gun was spotless. Two mags, 7 and 8 (nice!). The original gun case is great for transporting my Walther while I find the appropriate holster, since I also got a Laser for it (from my FFL guy, sorry Buds); and not every shop has the setting I need. I cleaned the gun as recommended, and put 200 rounds yesterday with NO issues whatsoever. I felt that the bigger back strap fit my hand better, helped me with control and accuracy. However my wife loves the weight and feel of the gun also, "but should have the small back strap...". If you are looking for best quality, name brand, reliability and price, Walther PPS 9mm is the smart choice. Thank you again, see you soon with my next purchase. 











Gregory S

on
06/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this pistol back in January through Buds. The gun was at my FFL 4 days after the purchase date and the transfer was flawless. As for the firearm itself, it came with both a 7 and 8 round magazine and arrived in perfect condition. The picture shows a 6 round magazine (fits flush with the grip) although it did not come with one. I have just over 1000 rounds through the pistol and only two failures, both of which were stovepipes (probably due to the cheap/weak ammo I was feeding it). This gun is durable, reliable, and very Glock-like as far as the ease of field-stripping and functionality are concerned. If you are looking for a perfect handgunfor CCW, look no further than the Walther PPS. It disappears in your waistline and performs when you need it to. I can't say enough about how great this gun really is and also the fast, hassle-free transaction through Buds. I will definitely be back for future firearm purchases 











Kevin S

on
06/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










With several other reviews here, I'll keep this one short. As for the PPS, I love this gun. It is a fantastic slim 9MM for self defense. This is my new primary carry gun. It's accurate and I have had no issues so far in its break-in period (I've now shot 250 rounds through it). I like Buds and the transfer went through without a problem. I will likely shop them again, but I does take a while for an e-check to process, and I would rather support my LGS. That said, they didn't have a PPS in stock and the wait would have been a while, so Buds came to the rescue. Thanks Buds! 











Ronnie C

on
04/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service from Bud's.I received my PPS one week after ordering.Great CCW pistol.Was nice to get a 7 and 8 round magazine. I added a Limbsaver grip and it helped a lot. 











James Z

on
02/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service, quick turnaround, very pleased with my first Bud's purchase. As for the Walther the pistol came with no defects I could find. Will take it out to the range this weekend. 











Joe H

on
02/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice pistol,did come with two magazines,very accurate out of box,wife wants her own,buds was great 











Russell H

on
02/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Accurate right out of the box. This weapon preform flawless. Ate up and spit out everything I feed it. My new, first choice, for a CCW. As always Bud's shipped fast. 











Ryan F

on
01/25/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Let me start by saying that buds has slacked off alot. I ordered my pps on 1/6/2012 and it wasn't shipped till 1/17/2012 and that was only after i called and complained about it. They claim its because they're "behind" but I never experienced delays like this untill they started their "VIP" service which expedites your shipment. Coincidence? You be the judge. As far as this gun. Awesome piece. Shoots well. Very accurate. Small and light. Came with the 8 and 7 round magazine. The 8 rounder is great for those with big hands. Was a bit tight till i put 200 rounds though it. Buds had the best price hands down as always. I just hope they "catch up" with their sales so I wont have to wait as long for my next order. 











Eli R

on
01/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










shot 100 rounds through it so far so good. The gun is a little tight out of box, but got better as i shot. Not one problem with it. Excellent for CCW The PPS is slim and easy to conceal. Easy to shoot, not much kick or muzzle flip. Double taps at 15 feet no problem. Easy to take apart and clean. Only knock is the trigger safety tends to irritate the index finger pad after 50 rounds or so (could be me more than gun). I put a pacmyer grip and it gives the handle an awsome feel. 











Rolf B

on
12/07/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up the Walther PPS 9mm within 3 days at my local FFL dealer after ordering online here at Bud's. Nice pistol, feels great in my hand, comes actually with two magazines (7+8 round), solid built as expected from Walther. I'll use it for CCW mainly. The slide release makes it a snap to field strip in 20 secs or less and function is very Glock like but much thinner. The date on the test round fired is August 2011 -so it is a BRAND new pistol and wasn't laying around the warehouse (as I read in some other reviews...). After degreasing, cleaning and lubing everything worked flawlessly. Have not had the chance to take it to the range yet. Awesome deal onthe gun from Bud's and super easy transaction! I will buy more from this site! My FFL couldn't believe what a great deal I got! His price was $150 more! 











Brian M

on
11/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received the 9mm PPS this morning and after going over it with fresh lube I took it to the range. Ran over 200 rounds through it without any issues. Ammo ranged from standard target ball to Corbon +P. It digested everything. The gun points naturally for me, is easy to control and feels good in the hand. It was nice to receive both the 7 and 8 round mags with it. Overall I am very pleased with the PPS and would recommend it to anyone that wants a reliable and accurate 9mm for CCW. 











Tim B

on
11/13/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had my pps 9mm for 2 years now and I wouldn't trade it for anything else. This is the best CC pistol I've had. Easy to carry and easy to shoot. Can't say enough good about it or Buds! 











Anthony T

on
11/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Came with no problems, in good condition, and had 1- 7 round magazine and 1- 8 round magazine! Very impressed. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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